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ABSTRACT
Numerical modeling of earthquake dynamics and derived insight for seismic hazard relies on
credible, reproducible model results. The sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip (SEAS)
initiative has set out to facilitate community code comparisons, and verify and advance the
next generation of physics-based earthquake models that reproduce all phases of the seis-
mic cycle. With the goal of advancing SEASmodels to robustly incorporate physical and geo-
metrical complexities, here we present code comparison results from two new benchmark
problems: BP1-FD considers full elastodynamic effects, and BP3-QD considers dipping fault
geometries. Seven and eight modeling groups participated in BP1-FD and BP3-QD, respec-
tively, allowing us to explore these physical ingredients across multiple codes and better
understand associated numerical considerations.With new comparisonmetrics, we find that
numerical resolution and computational domain size are critical parameters to obtainmatch-
ing results. Codes for BP1-FD implement different criteria for switching between quasi-static
and dynamic solvers, which require tuning to obtain matching results. In BP3-QD, proper
remote boundary conditions consistent with specified rigid body translation are required
to obtain matching surface displacements. With these numerical and mathematical issues
resolved, we obtain excellent quantitative agreements among codes in earthquake intere-
vent times, event moments, and coseismic slip, with reasonable agreements made in peak
slip rates and rupture arrival time. We find that including full inertial effects generates
eventswith larger slip rates and rupture speeds compared to the quasi-dynamic counterpart.
For BP3-QD, both dip angle and sense of motion (thrust versus normal faulting) alter ground
motion on the hanging and foot walls, and influence event patterns, with some sequences
exhibiting similar-size characteristic earthquakes, and others exhibiting different-size
events. These findings underscore the importance of considering full elastodynamics and
nonvertical dip angles in SEAS models, as both influence short- and long-term earthquake
behavior and are relevant to seismic hazard.

KEY POINTS
• We develop new quantitative metrics for comparing both

long-term and short-term features of SEAS simulations.
• We obtain quantitative agreements among simulations

incorporating elastodynamic effects and dipping faults.
• Full dynamics and nonvertical dip angles are important in

SEAS models and can inform seismic hazard.

Supplemental Material

INTRODUCTION
Improving our understanding of earthquake processes is essen-
tial for minimizing their devastating effects on society and the

human environment. Natural fault zones can remain stuck for
century- to millennial-long periods until undergoing bursts of
rapid rupture during large earthquakes, and it is not well known
what governs the recurrence intervals and magnitudes of large
events and the associated ground motion. One of the main goals
in earthquake science is the development of robust, predictive
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earthquake models that shed light on what is physically possible
and plausible, given the inherently limited observations of the
Earth. Therefore, an important component of this endeavor
is the inclusion of realistic physics and geometries, while devel-
oping computationally tractable simulations. A spectrum of
modeling environments have emerged within the scientific com-
munity, with different focuses on the multiscale features in
space- and time-characterizing earthquake source processes.

At one end of the spectrum of earthquake modeling are the
single-event dynamic rupture simulations, which have been
extensively used to explore earthquake behavior and rupture
propagation. Advanced numerical methods have incorporated
a variety of geometric and physical complexities such as non-
planar faults and off-fault plasticity (e.g., Harris and Day, 1993;
Dunham et al., 2011; Shi and Day, 2013). However, single-
event dynamic rupture simulations are generally limited to
the time scales of wave propagation (seconds to minutes),
in which challenges arise in how to choose appropriate initial
conditions (such as proper nucleation procedures under the
heterogeneous stress conditions) consistent with loading and
prior fault slip history over decadal-to-centennial time scales.

At the other end of the modeling spectrum are earthquake
simulators that were developed to model earthquake sequences
on millennial time scales in large-scale, complex fault networks
(Richards-Dinger and Dieterich, 2012; Tullis et al., 2012a). To
make such large-scale simulations computationally tractable,
earthquake simulators rely on simplifying assumptions for fault
loading conditions, treatments of fault friction, approximations
of seismic wave effects, are limited to the linear elastic bulk
material response and require the use of large computational cells
(Rundle et al., 2006; Dieterich and Richards-Dinger, 2010; Ward,
2012). The missing physical effects, such as aseismic slip, wave-
mediated dynamic stress transfers, and inelastic bulk response
could potentially dominate earthquake and fault interactions.

A complementary modeling framework to those offered by
the dynamic rupture simulations and earthquake simulators
are simulations of sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip
(SEAS; Erickson et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2022; and references
therein). SEAS models focus on smaller, regional-scale fault
zones and aim to understand what physical factors control
the full range of observations of aseismic slip, nucleation loca-
tions and the earthquakes themselves (dynamic rupture events),
ground shaking, damage zone evolution, afterslip and after-
shocks, magnitudes, and recurrence intervals of large earth-
quakes (e.g., Kaneko et al., 2011; Barbot et al., 2012; Lambert
and Barbot, 2016; Jiang and Lapusta, 2017; Abdelmeguid et al.,
2019; Cattania, 2019; Harvey et al., 2022). Such SEASmodels can
inform the initial conditions and nucleation procedures for
dynamic rupture simulations, and identify important physical
ingredients, as well as appropriate approximations, that could
be included in larger scale, longer term earthquake simulators.

Earlier methods for SEAS simulations made simplifying
assumptions to ease computations, including a linear elastic

material response, approximate elastodynamic effects, simple
fault geometries (e.g., single planar faults or small fault networks),
and/or 2D scenarios (e.g., Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993).
However, recent advancement of SEAS computational methods
have enabled simulations with additional physical and/or geo-
metrical features, including full inertial effects, material and fric-
tional heterogeneities, and nonplanar fault geometries in 3D
volumes (e.g., Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Kaneko et al., 2011;
Ariyoshi et al., 2012; Erickson and Dunham, 2014; Erickson et al.,
2017; Allison andDunham, 2018; Preuss et al., 2019; Dunyu et al.,
2020; Barbot, 2021; Dal Zilio et al., 2021; Romanet and Ozawa,
2021; Shi et al., 2022). The inclusion of full inertia (as opposed to
the radiation damping approximation of Rice, 1993) generates
dynamic stress transfers that tend to increase slip rates and rup-
ture speeds (e.g., Lapusta et al., 2000), and can generate qualita-
tively different event dynamics, including pulse-like ruptures
(Thomas et al., 2014), the transition to supershear (e.g.,
Andrews, 1976a; Harris and Day, 1993), and the probability that
ruptures jump between different fault segments (Lambert and
Lapusta, 2021). On the other hand, geometric complexities
(for example fault nonplanarity and nonvertical dipping faults)
can significantly alter the resulting ground motion in terms of
high-frequency content and asymmetry of shaking across the
fault trace, which have direct implications for seismic hazard
assessment (e.g., Duan and Oglesby, 2005; Ma and Beroza, 2008).

As SEAS models are being used to explain, reproduce, and
predict earthquake behavior in more physically and geometri-
cally complex settings, the critical step remains to ensure that
these methodologies are accurate. The dynamic rupture sim-
ulations and the earthquake simulators have undergone exten-
sive testing, comparing results from different codes developed
to address the computational challenges associated with the
particular temporal and spatial scales under consideration
(Harris et al., 2009, 2018; Tullis et al., 2012b; Barall and Harris,
2014). The advancement of SEAS models also requires rigor-
ous testing to verify outcomes over scales specific to SEAS
problems: temporal resolution of the pre-, inter-, and postseis-
mic periods as well as spontaneous earthquake nucleation, and
the spatial resolution of physical processes relevant to dynamic
wave propagation and longer term features such as interseis-
mic healing of the fault zone, viscoelasticity, and fluid flow.

Our first two benchmark problems BP1-QD and BP2-QD
constitute the very first SEAS code verification exercises
(Erickson et al., 2020), in which “-QD” means quasi-dynamic
approximation. Although relatively simple in setup (e.g., 2D anti-
plane problem, with a vertically embedded, planar fault), these
benchmarks were designed to test the capabilities of different
computational methods in correctly solving a mathematically
well-defined, basic problem in crustal faulting. Our follow-up
benchmark problems addressed important issues in 3D SEAS
simulations, in particular, exploring how various numerical
and physical factors affect complex observables at often marginal
numerical resolutions (Jiang et al., 2022). The successes of these
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exercises have encouraged the SEAS group to consider problems
with increased physical and geometric complexities.

In this article, we present results from two new benchmarks,
BP1-FD and BP3-QD. Benchmark BP1-FD, with “-FD” indi-
cating a fully dynamic problem, is our first benchmark prob-
lem in which we consider fully dynamic earthquake rupture
and seismic wave propagation, constituting an important step
toward incorporating inertial effects into SEAS models. BP3-
QD is the first SEAS benchmark considering a 2D plane-strain
problem, in which a dipping fault intersects the free surface
and induces changes in normal stress on the fault. In this work,
our goal is twofold: to showcase agreements made across par-
ticipating codes in the two benchmark problems and to high-
light some of the differences that these added features have on
SEAS model outcomes.

We organize the article as follows: first, we provide details of
the SEAS working group, including information on participating
modeling groups and codes. Then we provide an overview of the
SEAS strategy for benchmark design, and detail the

mathematical problem statements for both BP1-FD and BP3-
QD. We share results from participating modeling groups, with
quantitative comparisons made through specifically defined
metrics, along with a discussion of model outcomes influenced
by the new physics and geometries considered. The final section
provides a summary of findings.

SEAS COORDINATION AND MODELING GROUPS
The overall goal of the SEAS working group has been to verify
SEAS models that address important problems in earthquake
science, while maximizing participation within the scientific
community. These exercises involve the comparison of differ-
ent computational methods to assess our capacity to accurately
resolve detailed fault-slip history over a range of time scales.
These efforts have required us to better understand the
dependence of fault slip history on initial conditions, model
spin-up, fault properties, and friction laws.

A total of seven and eight modeling groups participated in
BP1-FD and BP3-QD, respectively. Details of the codes and

TABLE 1
BP1-FD: Details of Participating Simulations of Earthquake Sequences and Aseismic Slip (SEAS) Codes and Modeling Groups

Code Name Type Simulation (Group Members)* References

FEBE Hybrid FEM/SBEM abdelmeguid (Abdelmeguid and Elbanna) Hajarolasvadi and Elbanna (2017), Abdelmeguid et al. (2019)
GARNET FDM li (M. Li, Dal Zilio, Pranger, and van Dinther) Pranger (2020), Li et al. (2022), https://bitbucket.org/

cpranger/garnet/ (last accessed December 2022)
sem2dpack SEM liang (Liang and Ampuero) https://github.com/jpampuero/sem2dpack (last accessed

December 2022)
Thrase FDM harvey (Harvey, Chen, Kozdon, and Erickson) Kozdon et al. (2020), Erickson et al. (2022), https://github

.com/Thrase/Thrase (last accessed December 2022)
BICyclE SBEM jiang (Jiang) lambert (Lambert and Lapusta) Lapusta et al. (2000), Lapusta and Liu (2009)
SPEAR SEM thakur (Thakur, Huang, and Kaneko) https://github.com/thehalfspace/Spear (last accessed

December 2022)

*The names of simulations displayed on our online platform. FDM, Finite difference method; FEM, finite-element method; SBEM, spectral boundary element method; and SEM,
spectral element method.

TABLE 2
BP3-QD: Details of Participating SEAS Codes and Modeling Groups

Code Name Type Simulation (Group Members)* References

Sbplib FDM almquist (Almquist and Dunham) doi: 10.1016/j.jcp.2020.109842 and https://sourceforge.net/
projects/elastic-package-test/ (last accessed December 2022)

Unicycle BEM barbot (Barbot) Barbot (2019), https://bitbucket.org/sbarbot (last accessed December
2022)

FDRA BEM cattania (Cattania, Sun, and Segall) Segall and Bradley (2012), Bradley (2014)
TriBIE BEM dli (D. Li, Perez-Silva, and Gabriel) Li and Liu (2016, 2017), https://github.com/daisy20170101/TriBIE (last

accessed December 2022)
FDCycle FDM erickson (Erickson) Erickson and Dunham (2014), https://github.com/brittany-erickson/

FDCycle (last accessed December 2022)
ESAM BEM liu (Y. Liu) Liu and Rice (2007)
HBI BEM ozawa (Ozawa and Ando) Ozawa and Ando (2021), https://github.com/sozawa94/hbi (last

accessed December 2022)
tandem DGFEM uphoff (Uphoff and Gabriel) https://github.com/TEAR-ERC/tandem (last accessed December 2022)

*The names of simulations displayed on our online platform. BEM, Boundary element method; and DGFEM, discontinuous-Galerkin finite-element method.
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modeling groups are provided in Tables 1 and 2, along with a
summary of computational methods, including spectral boun-
dary element/boundary element (SBEM/BEM), finite difference,
and discontinuous-Galerkin/spectral/finite element (DGFEM/
SEM/FEM) methods. The two modeling groups independently
perform simulations using the same code BICyclE for BP1-FD
(hereinafter, jiang, denoted as BICyclE-1 and lambert, denoted
as BICyclE-2).

Our benchmark descriptions constitute a mathematically
well-defined problem; however, all modeling groups must for-
mulate it to suit their particular numerical framework. For
example, the quasi-dynamic assumption made in BP3-QD
means that the problem can be formulated as either an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) system or an index-1 differential
algebraic equation (DAE). BP1-FD, on the other hand, naturally
gives rise to an ODE system; however, some codes assume that
inertia is negligible during the interseismic phases (e.g., by codes
utilizing a switching method); thus, the problem can be formu-
lated similarly to BP3-QD during the aseismic phases. Particular
choices of the problem formulation differ among the groups;
details for each code can be found in the associated references
listed in Tables 1 and 2. In addition (and as will be described in
the Benchmark descriptions section), the benchmark problems
consider semi-infinite spatial domains. Some numerical
schemes must make choices for finite domain sizes and boun-
dary conditions that effectively represent these semi-infinite
domains. Details differentiating individual codes and specific
choices for these parameters are discussed when relevant.

In addition to problem formulations and domain consider-
ations, all SEAS codes must adopt a method for time stepping.
For both benchmark problems, all groups apply either the
adaptive time-stepping method of Lapusta et al. (2000) or
some variant of a high-order accurate Runge–Kutta (RK)
method, or both. Although specific details can be found in
the references listed in Tables 1 and 2, we discuss a few details
here to highlight choices made by participating groups.

For BP3-QD, all codes adopt a high-order accurate (either
2/3 or 4/5), adaptive, and explicit RK method. For BP1-FD, the
pure SBEM code (BICyclE) utilizes the method of Lapusta et al.
(2000) throughout the simulation; some other codes (sem2d-
pack, SPEAR, FEBE) do so during the interseismic phases but
switch to an explicit RK method during the coseismic phases
(details of such a switch between solvers is further discussed in
the section BP1-FD model comparisons). The volume-based
code Thrase utilizes both adaptive and constant-step size
RK methods for the interseismic/coseismic regimes, respec-
tively, whereas the volume-based code GARNET integrates
implicitly through the whole simulation period (i.e., no switch
between solvers is needed) with time stepping done according
to Lapusta et al. (2000).

In this study, we do not directly compare the sensitivity of
modeling results to choices in time-stepping procedures among
modeling groups. Although the numerical time integration

scheme and choices in associated error tolerance may affect
the timing of earthquakes (e.g., appendix D in Dublanchet,
2022), each adaptive time-stepping method can be tuned
through a number of internal parameters specific to the meth-
odology, and we left this to participating groups to individually
explore appropriate values. Although time stepping can contrib-
ute, in part, to observed discrepancies among simulated results,
we find that the results for the considered benchmark problems
are quite sensitive to numerical factors like model domain size
and cell size, and focus on these features in the current work.

In this study, we compare model outcomes across codes by
both visual inspection and quantitative assessment. We use the
phrase “good agreements” to mean that results across model-
ing groups look similar upon visual inspection. We deem par-
ticular problem formulations and/or numerical parameters
(e.g., computational domain size) “sufficient”, meaning that
model outcomes are in good agreement with these particular
choices. We reserve the term “excellent agreement”when refer-
ring to a quantitative measure of error being within a few per-
cent of a well-resolved reference solution.

BENCHMARK DESCRIPTIONS
Here, we include specific details of the mathematical problem
statements for BP1-FD and BP3-QD, including friction, coordi-
nate system, and loading conditions (along with a description of
relevant parameters) to aid the analysis and discussion of results.

In both benchmark problems, we assume that a planar fault is
embedded in a homogeneous, linear elastic half-space defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;320;380�x,y,z� ∈ �−∞,∞� × �−∞,∞� × �0,∞�, �1�
with a free surface at z = 0 and z as positive downward, see
Figure 1. We assume either antiplane shear (BP1-FD) or plane
strain motion (BP3-QD), effectively reducing both problems to
two dimensions. In the upper section of the fault (i.e., from the
surface to a down-dip distance of Wf ), we equate shear stress τ
with fault shear resistance, namely

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;320;276τ � F�V ,θ,σ̄n�, �2�
in which τ and slip rate V are scalar valued for these 2D
problems. We consider rate-and-state friction in which
F � σ̄nf �jVj,θ� V

jV j, in which θ is the state variable (Dieterich,
1979; Ruina, 1983; Marone, 1998). The effective normal stress:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;320;198σ̄n � �σ0 − p0� � Δσ, �3�

takes into account possible changes in normal stressΔσ induced
by slip on the fault, in which σ̄0n � �σ0 − p0� is the initial effec-
tive normal stress, and changes in pore-fluid pressure p are
neglected. We assume that normal stress is positive in compres-
sion. θ evolves according to the aging law (Ruina, 1983):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df4;320;98

dθ
dt

� 1 −
jVjθ
DRS

, �4�
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in which DRS (sometimes denoted L or Dc in rate-and-state stud-
ies) is the characteristic slip distance. As done in Jiang et al.
(2022), we opt to use this notation to avoid confusion with the
critical slip distances “Dc” and “dc” of linear slip-weakening fric-
tion and seismic estimates, and to distinguish from spatial scales
(like computational domain size) that use “L”. The friction coef-
ficient f is given by a regularized formulation (Lapusta et al.,
2000):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df5;41;458f �V ,θ� � a sin h−1
�
V
2V0

exp

�
f 0 � b ln�V0θ=DRS�

a

��
, �5�

in which f 0 is a reference friction coefficient for reference slip rate
V0. Depth-dependent frictional parameters a and b define a shal-
low seismogenic region with velocity-weakening (VW) friction
and a deeper velocity-strengthening (VS) region, below which
a relative plate motion rate Vp is imposed.

Parameters of important relevance for results in all of our
benchmark problems to date include the process zone Λ, which
describes the spatial region near the rupture front under which
breakdown of fault resistance occurs (Palmer and Rice, 1973).
For fully dynamic rupture simulations, the size of the process
zone decreases with increasing rupture speed and shrinks
toward zero as the rupture speed approaches the limiting wave-
speed (Rayleigh wavespeed for plane strain problems and shear
wavespeed for antiplane problems, e.g., Day et al., 2005). For
fault models governed by rate-and-state friction, the quasi-
static process zone at a rupture speed of 0�, Λ0, can be esti-
mated (Day et al., 2005; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008; Perfettini
and Ampuero, 2008) as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df6;41;172Λ0 � C
μ�DRS

bσ̄0n
, �6�

in which C is a constant of order 1, and μ� is the effective stiffness
of the surrounding material (μ� � μ for antiplane strain and
μ� � μ=�1 − ν� for plane strain, in which ν is Poisson’s ratio).

Another characteristic length scale that has been shown to
control model behavior is the critical nucleation size h�, which

governs the minimum extent of the rate-and-state VW region,
in which spontaneous nucleation may occur (Rice and Ruina,
1983; Dieterich, 1992). A related quantity is the critical crack
size (Andrews, 1976b,c), the derivation of which assumes
slip-weakening friction and the cohesive zone being (much)
smaller than the crack size when dynamic slip initiates, which
may or may not be true depending on the friction law and load-
ing in the nucleation zone (Uenishi and Rice, 2003; Rubin and
Ampuero, 2005; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008; Liu and Lapusta,
2008). For 2D problems with the aging law and 0.5 < a/b <1,
the nucleation size can be well estimated using the critical-
crack-size-like considerations as Rubin and Ampuero (2005):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df7;308;262h� � 2
π

μ�bDRS

�b − a�2σ̄0n
: �7�

Throughout this work, we use the term cell size to refer to
model resolution, that is, the length between grid points. For
numerical methods (such as high-order FEM) that are not
based on equally spaced grids, cell size should be interpreted
as an average resolution per degree of freedom along the face of
an element. In the following sections, we provide information
on suggested cell size for each benchmark problem that ensures
resolution of length scales in equations (6) and (7).

Computational length scales that have been important in
our benchmark problems are those defining the 2D domain:
Lx denotes the lateral extent, and Lz denotes the depth extent
(see Fig. 1). The problem descriptions consider a semi-infinite

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Both benchmark problems (a) BP1-FD and (b) BP3-QD assume a
planar fault embedded in a homogeneous, linear elastic half-space with a
free surface. The fault is governed by rate-and-state friction to a distance
down-dip Wf and creeps at an imposed constant rate Vp down to the
infinite depth. BP1-FD considers antiplane shear, with out-of-plane motion
denoted with circles. BP3-QD considers plane strain motion, in which the
left and right sides of the fault are labeled with “(−)” and “(+)”,
respectively. Both benchmarks include the nucleation, propagation, and
arrest of earthquakes and aseismic slip in the post- and interseismic periods.
The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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half-space, which for many codes means making choices for a
representative, finite computational domain size. So, although
not specified by the problem description, some codes must make
choices for Lz and (for volume-based codes) Lx, along with
boundary condition type. In our first benchmark comparison,
BP1-QD, we found that the domain needed to be sufficiently
large before results showed negligible change upon further
domain-size increase (at which point results did not depend
on boundary condition type). Perhaps unsurprisingly, this
domain-size requirement is also true for BP1-FD and BP3-QD.
We report choices of numerical parameters that are critical to
model agreement across codes, and mainly show and discuss
results for simulations with sufficiently large domains sizes.

All parameters for both the benchmark problems are given
in Table 3. Complete details, including initial and boundary/
interface conditions, are included in the supplemental material,
available to this article, and on our online platform.

BP1-FD description
BP1-FD is the fully dynamic version of the first benchmark
problem BP1-QD (previously referred to as BP1, see Erickson

et al., 2020) and includes the nucleation, propagation (including
the generation of seismic waves), and arrest of earthquakes, with
aseismic slip in the post- and interseismic periods.

For this benchmark problem, the fault is embedded verti-
cally within a semi-infinite half-space, and we assume 2D anti-
plane shear motion governed by the momentum balance
equation and Hooke’s law of linear elasticity, see Figure 1a.
The fault intersects the free surface at z = 0 and is VW down
to a depth H, at which point it transitions to velocity strength-
ening over a distance h down to a depth Wf . Below Wf , the
fault creeps at an imposed constant rate Vp down to infinite
depth. The fault shear stress τ � τ0 � Δτ involved in equa-
tion (2) is the sum of the prestress and the shear stress pertur-
bation (the effects of radiation damping presented in BP1-QD
to bound shear stress at seismic slip rates are naturally incor-
porated in the fully dynamic stress interactions Δτ). We let u =
u(x, z, t) denote the out-of-plane displacement and assume that
right-lateral motion corresponds to positive slip values.

As in BP1-QD, the effective normal stress on the fault is
equal to the initial effective normal stress (σ̄n � σ̄0n), as slip
on the fault induces no changes in normal stress. We assume
the same parameter values as those in BP1-QD, see Erickson
et al. (2020), except limit the total simulation time to 1500 yr,
see Table 3. A suggested cell size of 25 m ensures thatΛ0 and h�

are resolved with 12 and 80 grid points, respectively—the
exceptions when such a cell size is not feasible by a participat-
ing code.

BP3-QD description
BP3-QD is our first 2D plane strain problem in which a planar
fault is embedded in a homogeneous, linear, elastic half-space,
dipping at ψ degrees from horizontal, see Figure 1b. The fault
intersects the free surface at z = 0; the foot wall (x ≤ z cotψ)
and the hanging wall (x ≥ z cotψ) are designated by (−) and
(+), respectively. The down-dip distance is denoted xd . We
let [u, w] = [u(x, z, t), w(x, z, t)] denote the vector of in-plane
displacements, with u in the (horizontal) x-direction and w in
the (vertical) z-direction (with positive values of w downward).
We assume a quasidynamic response by approximating inertial
effects through radiation damping. Rate-and-state friction acts
on the fault interface down to xd � Wf , in which shear stress
τ � τ0 � Δτ − ηV is the sum of the prestress, the shear stress
change due to quasi-static deformation, and the radiation
damping stress. Similar to BP1-FD, the fault is VW down
to xd � H, then transitions and is VS down to xd � Wf .
Below Wf , the fault creeps at an imposed constant rate Vp.

For our earlier benchmarks BP1-QD and BP2-QD (and
including BP1-FD, considered in this work), we only requested
fault station time series, which only involve changes in fields
across the fault interface. However, these benchmark problems
contain an ambiguity in the assumed boundary conditions at
infinity, which was revealed in BP3-QD when considering off-
fault stations. We resolved this by specifying that stress

TABLE 3
Parameter Values Used in BP1-FD and BP3-QD

Parameter Definition Value Units

ρ Density 2670 kg=m3

cs Shear wavespeed 3.464 km/s
ν Poisson’s ratio 0.25 (BP3-QD only)
σ̄0n Initial effective normal stress on

fault
50 MPa

a0 Rate-and-state direct-effect
parameter

0.010

amax Rate-and-state direct-effect
parameter

0.025

b0 Rate-and-state evolution-effect
parameter

0.015

DRS Characteristic state evolution
distance

0.008 m

f0 Reference friction coefficient 0.6
V0 Reference slip rate 10−6 m=s
Vp Plate rate 10−9 m=s (BP1-FD)

�10−9 m=s (BP3-QD)
V init Initial slip rate 10−9 m=s (BP1-FD)

�10−9 m=s (BP3-QD)
ψ Dip angle 30°, 60°, and 90° (BP3-

QD only)
H Down-dip extent of uniform VW

region
15 km

h Width of VW–VS transition zone 3 km
Wf Width of rate-and-state fault 40 km
Δz Suggested cell size 25 m
tf Final simulation time 1500 yr
Lz Depth of computational domain Not specified
Lx Off-fault distance of

computational domain
Not specified

VS, velocity strengthening; and VW, velocity weakening.
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changes Δσ ij, and displacement changes (from rigid body
translation), u − urigid and w − wrigid, vanish at infinity
(x → �∞,z → ∞). The rigid body translation is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df8a;41;705u�,rigid�t� � ∓
Vpt

2
cosψ, �8a�

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df8b;41;662w�,rigid�t� � ∓
Vpt

2
sinψ, �8b�

in which both sides of the fault are displaced and reflect the
long term, steady-state motion of the fault at depth. For exam-
ple, for a 90° thrust-fault scenario, the rigid body motion is
such that u� � 0, the left side of the fault moves downward
(w− ≥ 0), and the right side moves up (w� ≤ 0); see the com-
plete problem descriptions for more details, including all sign
conventions.

Simulations for BP3-QD are compared for three different
dip angles of ψ � 30°, 60°, and 90° and for both thrust- and
normal-faulting scenarios. Unlike BP1, the nonvertical dipping
fault allows for perturbations from the initial effective normal
stress σ̄0n. Our sign conventions are such that thrust faulting has
positive values for slip, slip rate, and shear traction; normal
faulting has negative values. For the vertical fault case, these
fields will be of equal but opposite values for thrust versus nor-
mal faulting, therefore, we only share results from the 90°
thrust-faulting scenario. For nonvertical faults, however, this
symmetry is broken by the fault’s intersection with the free sur-
face. A suggested cell-size of 25 m resolves Λ0 and h�, with 16
and 100 grid points, respectively—exceptions when such a cell
size is not feasible by a participating code.

Computational domain size considerations
Nearly all of the participating codes in BP1-FD and BP3-QD
(Tables 1 and 2) are required to make some choices for finite
computational domain lengths that sufficiently capture the
response of the half-space. The exceptions to this are the
BEM-based codes (Unicycle, FDRA, TriBIE, ESAM, and HBI)
that only consider the rate-and-state frictional section of the
fault, which is discretized down-dip to Wf . Below Wf (and
down to infinite depth), steady slip at rate Vp is implicitly
imposed through backslip loading.

For the SBEM code (BICyclE), however, the fault is discre-
tized down to a finite depth Lz (belowWf ) and subject to peri-
odic boundary conditions, defining a region referred to as a
replication cell; in practice, the problem includes an infinite
number of fault segments of multiples of Lz . Lz must be suffi-
ciently large so that the interaction among the replicated fric-
tional segments is negligible and approaches the infinite fault
case with Lz → ∞. Backslip is applied by fixing the slip rate Vp

at the edges of the replication cell (between Lz and Wf ), which
introduces a stressing rate on the frictional region consistent
with backslip loading at the fixed plate rate. The free-surface

boundary conditions for antiplane motion, as considered in
BP1-FD, are induced by introducing a mirror image of the
modeled fault domain across the desired free surface (z = 0)
in the replication cell when computing the elastic stress trans-
fer (Lapusta et al., 2000). FEBE, which is a hybrid SBEM/FEM
code, also chooses Lz in the same manner as BICyclE.

Pure volume-based codes (GARNET, sem2dpack, Thrase,
SPEAR, sbplib, FDCycle, and tandem), on the other hand,
must discretize a 2D domain and determine values for both
Lz and Lx that are sufficiently large. Although the inclusion
of a volume discretization enables the consideration of more
complex material properties (e.g., heterogeneities, inelasticity),
they are inherently more computationally expensive than those
based on BEM, making the exploration of computational
domain size an expensive task. To ease computations, all of
these volume-based codes (with the exception of SPEAR,
which considers a constant cell size throughout the domain)
utilize a grid stretching, in which high resolution can be local-
ized in a region around the fault. Some codes accomplish this
by defining the minimum cell size Δ in the vicinity of the fric-
tional portion of the fault and gradually coarsening in both the
directions up to the maximal cell size of Δmax. Cell size is not
required to be the same in both the x− and z− directions, but all
codes chose to do so. Others use a constant cell size in a region
around the fault defined by length scales ℓx and ℓz (see Fig. 1).
For both the benchmark problems, we report on choices for
domain sizes (that prove sufficiently large) and grid-coarsen-
ing techniques used.

COMPARISONS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
In the sections and figures that follow, we showcase compar-
isons across codes for both BP1-FD and BP3-QD. Labels in the
figures provide information on the code used for the simula-
tion results, along with possible exceptions to parameters used
(e.g., changes in specified cell size), or information on compu-
tational domain size choices.

As will be shown, except for a few outliers, we obtain quali-
tatively good agreements across codes in the sense that differ-
ent codes produce similar distributions and values for short-
term, coseismic properties (e.g., peak slip rates, stress drops,
rupture speeds, and coseismic surface displacements), as well
as long-term features (e.g., number of characteristic events,
recurrence times, magnitudes, nucleation locations, and off-
fault surface displacements), which remain comparable (by
visual inspection) throughout the simulation period.

Quantitative metrics
To refine our visual assessments of model comparisons, we
define long- and short-term metrics. The latter are informed
by metrics used within the dynamic rupture community,
namely, those defined in Day et al. (2005) and Barall and
Harris (2014). First, a well-resolved reference solution is com-
puted using one code from each benchmark problem, namely
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BICyclE (for BP1-FD) and Unicycle (for BP3-QD, only the 30°
thrust-faulting scenario). These codes were chosen for their
computational efficiency compared to volume-based codes.
For BP1-FD, the reference solution R1 is obtained using a cell
size of Δz � 6:25 m and a computational domain size
Lz � 200 km. For BP3-QD, the reference solution R2 uses
Δz � 12:5 m; by design, Unicycle considers a semi-infinite
domain. For both the benchmark problems, we ascertain self-
convergence by computing the error made with the reference
solution, starting with a large cell size that is successively halved.
For BP1-FD, we utilize an additional reference solution R3 cor-
responding to Δz � 12:5 m and Lz � 240 km, which enables
self-convergence studies when starting with a small domain size
that is successively increased. Details of these self-convergence
tests are provided in the supplemental material.

The three reference solutions for each benchmark problem
are used to explore sensitivity to cell size and domain size, and
also to compare results from participating codes. For long-
term quantitative comparisons, we define two metrics: the per-
cent error in interevent timing and the percent error in
moment over the entire simulation period. For example, if
event n of the reference solution nucleates at time Tn since
the last event (determined when max slip rate in an interseis-
mic period first exceeds 10−3 m=s), and a comparative model
result nucleates at time T̃n, then the percent error is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df9;53;419%error : Time between events � jTn − T̃nj=jTnj × 100: �9�

The percent error in moment is computed similarly, in
which moment for a specific event defined over t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
is defined by

RWf

0 μ�δ�z′,t2� − δ�z′,t1�	dz′, in which the dummy
variable z′ varies over distance down-dip (i.e., z in BP1-FD and
xd in BP3-QD) in the frictional section of the fault �0,Wf �.

For short-term quantitative comparisons, we focus on one
particular event within the simulation, and compute the
L2-norm (integrated-) error in slip or slip-rate time series at
a specific location. We first align the time series from a certain
model with the reference solution by finding the best time shift
that maximizes the cross correlation of the two time series. For
example, if V ref �t� and Ṽ�t� are the reference and (shifted)
comparative slip rates, respectively, then we compute the rel-
ative error (expressed as a percent), defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df10;53;185%err�V� � jjV ref − Ṽ jj=jjV ref jj × 100, �10�

in which the norm is defined for a fault variable g at a specific
location by jjgjj2 � R

T
0 jg�t�j2dt, in which T = 30 s and integrals

are approximated with trapezoidal quadrature. The correspond-
ing percent error for slip %err�δ� is defined similarly. The time
shift minimizes the L2-error, which is computed by interpolating
to the temporal locations of the reference solution and com-
puted over a 30 s time window starting at the time at which

the slip rate of the reference solution at that fault location first
exceeds 10−3 m=s.

Another metric that we compute is percent error associated
with rupture arrival time of a certain event, relative to the
nucleation time. We define event nucleation to be when the
slip rate near the nucleation depth (at or around 12.5 km
down-dip for all simulations) first exceeds the specified thresh-
old (which we take to be 10−3 m=s). If tref and t̃ are the rupture
arrival times at a particular fault location, then the percent
error is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df11;320;614%error : Rupture arrival time � jtref − t̃j=jtref j × 100: �11�

This metric enables the quantitative comparisons of individ-
ual rupture features, independent of absolute nucleation time.

Sensitivity to cell size and domain size
We first apply both long- and short-term metrics to the results
from the BICyclE code (for BP1-FD) used to compute the
reference solutions to explore sensitivity to cell size and
domain size shown in Figure 2, in which the asterisks in
the legend refer to error computed against a particular refer-
ence solution R1 or R3. Figure 2a,b shows percent errors in
interevent time and moment, illustrating that these errors
are more sensitive to smaller computational domain size than
to the cell sizes considered. When using a domain size of
Lz � 200 km, a cell size smaller than 50 m is sufficient to yield
errors well below 1% in both the cases. When using a cell size of
12.5 m, a computational domain size Lz ≥ 160 km is sufficient
in achieving percent errors below 1%.

For coseismic metrics, shown in Figure 2c,d, we consider the
first and fourth events, respectively. Figure 2c is %err(V) at dif-
ferent distances down-dip, with values ranging from about 2% to
20%. A 20% error corresponds roughly to a difference between
1 and 1.2 m/s peak slip rate. In this case, both small domain sizes
and large cell size contribute significantly to error. Percent errors
are small for the case ofΔz � 12:5 m, Lz � 200� km, but this is
relative to a larger computational domain (reference solution
R3), indicating that errors for slip rates are not that sensitive
when increasing Lz above 200 km. On the other hand, the error
made when computing relative to a small cell size (reference
solution R1) is slightly larger, at least at some depths, indicating
that coseismic slip rates are more sensitive to spatial resolution.
Figure 2d shows percent error in rupture arrival time, with
results more sensitive to computational domain size.

In the sections that follow, we compare model results across
codes and assess agreement based on visual inspection. We then
present quantitative errors made via the metrics defined in this
section.

BP1-FD model comparisons
BP1-FD constitutes our first benchmark problem that considers
fully dynamic earthquake ruptures. To illustrate the differences
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when including full elastodynamics, Figure 3 presents results
from BP1-QD and BP1-FD using the BICyclE code (Lapusta
et al., 2000; Lapusta and Liu, 2009). In Figure 3a,b, cumulative
slip profiles are plotted in blue contours every year during inter-
seismic loading (when the max slip rate <1 mm/s) and in red
contours every 1 s during coseismic rupture. Figure 3c shows
calculated recurrence times across all the codes, showing good
agreements. Also shown are recurrence times from BP1-QD
using the BICyclE code. These figures showcase that although
both benchmark problems involve characteristic event sequen-
ces (after a spin-up period consisting of∼1–2 events), nucleating
at a similar depth of ∼12 km, the inclusion of full dynamics
shows more slip with each earthquake, corresponding to larger
magnitudes and longer recurrence times (∼120 vs. 78 yr)—a
marked reflection off the free surface (missing from the quasi-
dynamic simulation), higher slip rates, and rupture speeds (evi-
denced by the vertical and horizontal spacing of red contours,
respectively, as discussed in Thomas et al., 2014).

For the volume-based and hybrid codes participating in
BP1-FD, details of the computational parameters used are pro-
vided in Table 4, including values for Lx and Lz , order of spatial
accuracy p, and minimum cell size Δ, used within the vicinity
of the fault. Some codes did not use the suggested cell size of
25 m but increased it to 50 m (to ease computational cost), thus
resolving length scales in equations (6) and (7) with half the
number of grid points (6 and 40, respectively). Also reported
are details of the grid-coarsening techniques that were used.

The SBEM-based BICyclE code uses a computational domain
depth of Lz � 160 km and a cell size of 25 m. In light of the
quantitative sensitivity analysis discussed in the section on
Sensitivity to cell size and domain size, these choices should
produce reasonable results.

Some codes for BP1-FD naturally handle the seamless tran-
sition between quasi-static and fully dynamic treatments of the
equations of motion throughout all phases of earthquake
sequences (e.g., the BICyclE code of Lapusta et al., 2000). The
volume-based code GARNET also seamlessly integrates the
elastodynamic equations throughout the entire simulation
by utilizing adaptive, implicit time stepping. However, the
remaining volume-based codes of this study assume negligible
inertial effects during the interseismic phases and integrate the
quasi-static equations with explicit, adaptive time stepping. At
the onset of event nucleation, however, inertia is no longer neg-
ligible, and the elastodynamic equations must be considered.
Thus, a switching criterion must be implemented, transitioning
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Figure 2. Percent errors in (a) interevent times, (b) event moments (in which
the average moment is log10�M�N	� ≈ 15), (c) integrated slip rate during
event 1, and (d) rupture arrival time when using the BICyclE code for BP1-FD
and successively halving the cell size Δz or increasing computational
domain size Lz. Asterisks in the legend refer to the reference solution against
which the error is computed: An asterisk on cell size Δz means reference
solution R1, and asterisk on Lz means reference solution is R3. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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from the adaptive time stepping involved in a quasi-static
solver to a small (often constant) time-step, explicit integration
technique for the dynamic rupture phase. For example, Thrase
switches between solvers based on the maximum slip rate on
the fault, whereas other switching criterion based on a nondi-
mensional parameter R (the ratio of the radiation damping
term to the quasi-static stress) exist Duru et al. (2019).

Model sensitivity to the switching criterion was left to be
explored by individual modeling groups. Table 4 includes infor-
mation on the strategy used by these volume-based codes, along
with the threshold parameter(s) that enabled matching results.
For example, Thrase uses the maximum slip rate
criterion, switching from a quasi-static to a dynamic solver when
max(V) > 10 mm/s and back to quasi-static once max(V) <
1 mm/s. Such a choice is denoted max(V,10,1) in the
Table 4, which illustrates that all codes utilizing this max(V) cri-
terion use nonsymmetric threshold parameters, requiring more
stringent criteria for switching back to quasi-static solver. We
found in most cases that switching from quasi-static to dynamic
was less sensitive to the threshold parameter than switching
back; switching too abruptly back to the quasi-static solver
can lead to large step changes in shear stress and slip rates,
or can lead to frequent switching between solvers due to

oscillations in slip rate near the end of a dynamic rupture
(Harvey et al., 2022). Also included in Table 4 are boundary
conditions assumed at the finite-domain edges �Lx ,Lz truncat-
ing the half-space, during the quasi-static regime, in which
“QSBC” stands for the boundary condition type: “disp, free”
refers to a displacement condition at x � �Lx, and a trac-
tion-free condition at z � Lz . During the dynamic phases, all
codes used nonreflecting conditions at these boundaries.

Just as for BP1-QD, sufficiently larger domain sizes yield
good agreements across codes, as seen in Figure 4 in which
long-term time series of shear stress and slip rate (at 7.5 km
depth) are shown for the best model results. Also plotted for
comparison are the corresponding time series for the quasi-
dynamic simulations of BP1-QD from the BICyclE code. The
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Figure 3. Cumulative slip profiles for (a) BP1-QD and (b) BP1-FD plotted in
blue contours every 5 yr during the interseismic phases and in red every
second during coseismic rupture. BP1-QD results taken from the BICyclE
code, with Lz � 160 km. After a spin-up period of approximately two
events, characteristic event sequences emerge for both BP1-FD and BP1-
QD. (c) Recurrence times for BP1-FD (∼120 yr) across all codes and for BP1-
QD (∼78 yr). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
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fully dynamic simulations are accompanied with higher shear
stresses due to higher slip rates; at this depth, the fully dynamic
simulations reach the maximum slip rate of ∼3 m/s, compared
to ∼0.5 m/s in the quasi-dynamic simulation. Higher slip rates
in the fully dynamic simulations are caused by a much larger
wave-mediated dynamic stress concentration and accompanied
with a higher stress drop, leading to the increased recurrence
times compared with the quasi-dynamic simulation.

We also compared coseismic time series corresponding to
the fourth event in BP1-FD, shown in Figure 5. Time (in sec-
onds) is relative to the time at which the slip rate near the
nucleation depth (z = 12.5 km) first exceeds 10−1 m=s (which
corresponds to a different temporal shift for different model
results). Figure 5a shows fault shear stress at z = 12.5 km across
modeling groups, along with the corresponding time series for
the quasi-dynamic simulation BP1-QD. The orange curve of
Thrase illustrates the step change in shear stress that can occur
when switching back to the quasi-static solver too abruptly
(however, in this case the step change does not significantly
alter the long-term agreements with the other model results).
Figure 5b is the slip rate at z = 7.5 km across codes along with
those from BP1-QD (also in black). The quasi-dynamic sim-
ulation exhibits a lower stress drop and an overall decrease in

slip rate at these depths. Showcasing time series at the two dif-
ferent depths enables an estimate of rupture speed: the quasi-
dynamic event propagates more slowly, as illustrated by the
later arrival of the surface reflection phase (marked by a black
arrow): ∼0.4 km/s versus ∼1.25 km/s for the fully dynamic
rupture.

The quantitative errors associated with BP1-FD are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Encouragingly, for long-term comparisons
errors across all codes remain persistently less than 5% over the
simulation period, as shown in Figure 6. For coseismic com-
parisons, Figure 7a illustrates how the time series of a compari-
son model (SPEAR) is shifted and interpolated to minimize the
integrated error %err(V) against the well-resolved reference
solution R1. The zoom in Figure 7a is done to reveal where
discrepancies between results contribute to errors. Figure 7b,c
shows %err(V) and %err�δ� across all codes during event 4.
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TABLE 4
Computational Parameters and Methods Used in Volume-Based Codes for BP1-FD and BP3-QD, Unless Otherwise Noted

Code Name Lx ,Lz p Δz Grid Coarsening QSBC Switching

BP1-FD
FEBE n/a, 160 km 2 25 m n/a n/a, free R � 10−4

GARNET 160, 80 km 8 25 m Δmax � 200 m n/a n/a
sem2dpack 160, 160 km 4 25 m Δmax � 500 m disp, free max(V,3,2)
Thrase 160, 160 km 4 50 m ℓx ,ℓz � 125 km disp, free max(V,10,1)
SPEAR 160, 160 km 5 50 m n/a disp, free max(V,5,2)
BP3-QD

sbplib 150, 100 km 6 100 m ℓx ,ℓd � 5,45 km disp, free n/a
FDCycle 4 ℓx ,ℓd � 40 km disp, free n/a
(ψ � 90°) 400, 400 km 100 m n/a
(ψ � 60°) 100, 100 km n/a
(ψ � 30°) 200, 200 km 200 m n/a
Tandem 3400, 3400 km 8 31.25 m Δmax � 12:5 km disp, free n/a

BP1-FD codes utilizing a switching method are defined by type and parameters; see section BP1-FD model comparisons for more details. QSBC, Quasi-static boundary condition.

Figure 4. Long-term behavior of BP1-FD models. (a) Shear stress and (b) slip
rates at the depth of 7.5 km across codes with sufficiently large compu-
tational domain sizes. Also shown (in dashed black) are those for the quasi-
dynamic counterpart BP1-QD. The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.
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Although errors in slip rate range from about 2% to 40%, errors
in slip are only a few percent. Such large errors in slip rate arise
due, in part, to interpolation of time steps and also due to dif-
ferent problem formulations, numerical methods, and param-
eters, and so on. In addition to time shifting, these latter errors
could potentially be further minimized by applying a low-pass
filtering (as done in Barall and Harris, 2014). However, the
range of percent errors we find are in line with the percent
errors computed in dynamic rupture simulations Day et al.
(2005), in which errors in peak slip rates range from ∼18%
to 38%. In Figure 7d, we plot percent error in rupture arrival
time during event 1 (for only a subset of models in which

output data are sufficiently sampled) and compute errors at
or well below 10%.

BP3-QD model comparisons
The 2D plane strain scenario of BP3-QD comes at a higher com-
putational cost than the antiplane shear scenarios of earlier
benchmarks BP1-QD and BP2-QD. The suggested cell size of
25 m was not feasible for all participating volume-based codes,
and not having a priori knowledge of sufficiently large domain
size requirements added to modeling efforts; thus, we did not
conduct an in-depth study on what constitutes a sufficiently large
domain. However, in the following paragraphs we share model
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results, and in nearly all cases we obtain good agreements across
codes. Some outliers exist that diverge from the others after
the first few events, which is not unexpected, as simulation results
tend to diverge over time due to round-off error and/or due
to differences in domain size choices or other numerical features
such as order of accuracy and cell size (Erickson et al., 2020;
Lambert and Lapusta, 2021). Where qualitative differences exist,
we note these outliers and shed light on possible sources of dis-
crepancies in the last part of this section.

As in BP1-FD, the volume-based codes discretize a 2D
domain, and thus also choose values for both Lz and Lx. Table 4
provides an overview of choices made by the volume-based
codes, including computational domain sizes (Lx and Lz), spatial
order of accuracy p, and choice of boundary condition type, in
which “disp, free” refers to a displacement boundary condition
at x � �Lx and a traction-free condition at z � Lz . Cell sizes
used are as large as 200 m, which resolves length scales in equa-
tions (6) and (7) with 2 and 12.5 grid points, respectively. Also
included in Table 4 are details of grid-coarsening techniques
implemented to ease the computational costs. Although not
explored by all the volume-based codes, tandem has found that
rather aggressive grid stretching away from the fault may be per-
missible (Uphoff et al., 2022), which might be due, in part, to the
more forgiving nature of quasi-dynamic models that do not suf-
fer the same dispersion errors as fully dynamic simulations.

We first use BEM-based model results to illustrate the types
of behaviors that emerge with differing dip angles. Figure 8a–c

shows cumulative slip versus distance down-dip for each of the
thrust fault scenarios, with blue contours plotted every year
during the interseismic period (when the max slip rate
<1 mm/s) and in red every second during coseismic rupture.
Analogous plots for the normal-faulting cases are contained in
the supplemental material. All scenarios in Figure 8a–c involve
only surface-rupturing events, all nucleating at or close to 12 km
down-dip. To better understand these event sequences, in
Figure 8d,e we plot the corresponding interevent times across
codes. Barring a few outliers (sbplib and TriBIE in Fig. 8e
and sbplib in Fig. 8f), good agreements are obtained across codes.
These figures reveal that the 90° (vertical) case exhibits one char-
acteristic event, nucleating every ∼90 yr. For the 60° thrust-fault
scenario, four characteristic events emerge with interevent times
of ∼60, 87, 90, and 95 yr, with longer interevent times corre-
sponding to larger events. The 30°-thrust case exhibits two char-
acteristic events with interevent times ∼65 and 80 yr. For the
normal-faulting scenarios, results across codes exhibit good
agreements, barring some slight discrepancies in the results of
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FDCycle and sbplib, as detailed in the supplemental material. A
better understanding of the influence of fault dip angle and sense
of motion on the variability of earthquake sizes is warranted and
would require a larger exploration of the parameter space.

Time series of shear stress and slip rate at the down-dip dis-
tance xd � 7:5 km are shown in Figure 9 for several represen-
tative cases of thrust and normal faulting (and dip-angle)
scenarios across all the participating codes. Remaining cases
as well as long-term time series of normal stresses are contained
in the supplemental material. As shown in Figure 9, in nearly all
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figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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cases the results show good agreements, barring the few outliers
previously mentioned. The outliers in the 30° normal-faulting
scenarios (FDCycle and sbplib) match each other and agree
qualitatively with the others in the sense that the numbers of
characteristic events agree. However, there are small but notice-
able differences in the interevent times. We explore these dis-
crepancies further in the last part of this section.

Next, we consider coseismic rupture time series plotted in
Figures 10 and 11 across all the codes. We plot shear stress at
the down-dip distance xd � 12:5 km for the fourth event in
each sequence, with time relative to that when the slip rate
at this distance down-dip first exceeds 10−1 m=s. Slip rate fur-
ther up-dip (at xd � 7:5 km depth) is also plotted in Figures 10
and 11, which enables an estimate of rupture speed. Barring the
outliers noted previously, there is a widespread agreement
across codes in terms of peak stress and slip rate values,
and features of the coseismic reflection (noted by a black arrow
in the figures). For the thrust-fault scenarios, rupture speeds
(illustrated by the arrival of the surface reflection phase) do
not appear to be significantly affected by dip angle; however,
the maximum slip rates decrease slightly with dip angle, at least
at this distance down-dip. For normal faulting, maximum slip
rates also decrease with dip angle, and the rupture speed of the
60° simulation appears higher than that of the 30°. To better
understand the dependency of rupture characteristics on dip
angle warrants further study.

As a final comparison, we consider time series of surface
stations across codes, plotted for several representative cases

in Figure 12, with all the remaining cases included in the
supplemental material. For this benchmark, we requested
time series of surface displacements and velocities at distances
x � 0�,x � �8,� 16,and� 32 km from the fault trace. Here,
we only compare surface displacements, because some codes
do not compute velocities (and some codes do not compute
either, hence only a subset of participating codes are plotted
here). As mentioned previously, early simulations results
revealed major discrepancies across codes brought on by an
initial ambiguity in the benchmark problem statement, because
we did not specify boundary conditions at infinity. After
addressing this ambiguity (i.e., adding the condition in equa-
tion 8), good agreements across codes are obtained. Figure 12
shows both horizontal and vertical components of surface
displacement at distances x � 0� km (in thick solid lines)
and x = ± 16 km (in thin dashed lines) are shown. We also
include (for reference) data for x � 0−, but only from
FDCycle (in thin solid lines), as it was not requested in the
benchmark description. Stations at distances from the fault
trace tend toward the rigid body translation, which we plot
(for reference) in yellow and mark with text to indicate motion
on the hanging or foot wall.
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For the 90° thrust-faulting case, shown in Figure 12a,d, the
horizontal components of displacement all fluctuate near or
around 0 m (the rigid body motion). The vertical displace-
ments are antisymmetric about x = 0, with higher velocities
(i.e., larger gradients in displacement per earthquake) at sta-
tions closer to the fault trace. For the nonvertical-dipping fault
cases, both the components of displacements reveal asymme-
tries about x = 0. For both thrust and normal faulting, a dip
angle of 60° results in lower total displacements but higher
velocities in the horizontal components on the foot wall
(x ≤0) at stations near the fault trace, shown in Figure 12b,
c,e,f, respectively. On the hanging wall (x ≥0), the horizontal
ground motions approximately track the rigid body transla-
tion, whereas vertical components of velocity (i.e., the gradient
of displacement time series) are higher for stations near the
fault trace, which experience less total displacement. These

features largely align with the findings of Duan and Oglesby
(2005) for the nonvertical-dipping faults, in which the horizon-
tal component of ground motion was observed to dominate on
the foot wall, whereas the vertical component dominates on the
hanging wall. We find that for the 30°-dipping thrust and nor-
mal fault scenarios (supplemental material), the horizontal
components of velocity are higher on the hanging wall at
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Figure 10. Coseismic behavior of BP3-QD models during the eighth event for
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stations closer to the fault trace, whereas the foot wall more
closely tracks the rigid body translation.

To compute quantitative errors associated with BP3-QD, we
utilize the Unicycle reference solution R2 for the 30° thrust-fault
scenario. Errors across participating codes associated with the
long- and short-term metrics are given in Figures 13 and 14.
As in BP1-FD, percent errors for long-term features across
all codes remain below 5% (for interevent times) and below
10% (for moments) over the simulation period, as shown in
Figure 13. For quantitative coseismic comparisons, Figure 14a
illustrates that, even with time shift, the main and reflective
phases have significant mismatch, not to mention that the time
series from FDCycle contains more oscillations (most likely
numerical artifacts). Figure 14b,c shows %err(V) and %err�δ�
during event 1 at different distances down-dip, across all codes;
we found that such errors persist for later events. As in BP1-FD,
errors in slip rate range from about 2% to 40%, whereas errors in
slip remain well below 8%.

In Figure 14d, we plot percent error in rupture arrival time
during event 4, for all participating codes. The codes spblib and
FDCycle were already identified to contain more discrepancies
than others, with percent errors between 5% and 20%. Other
codes, however, contain percent errors well below 5%.

Reducing discrepancies in BP3-QD
The computational load of BP3-QD means that exploring
numerical dependencies on results (in particular, computa-
tional domain size) is an expensive task. In an ideal scenario,

we would explore dependency on both Lz and Lx in a volume-
based code, using a small cell size, but this is currently not
computationally feasible. In cases in which volume-based
model results do not match the best BEM results in all cases,
sources of discrepancies are attributed at least, in part, to cell
size and computational domain size, but other errors (from
numerical choices such as time stepping) also likely contrib-
ute. To better understand some of these sources of error, in
Figure 15, we focus on the 60° normal-faulting case and com-
pare results from the volume-based code FDcycle to a refer-
ence solution (here, we choose to use the BEM-based code
FDRA, as, similarly to Unicycle, it uses a small cell size of
25 m and considers a semi-infinite spatial domain).
Figure 15a shows long-term time series of slip rate down-
dip at xd � 12:5 km for both the codes, with FDCycle assum-
ing different values for the computational domain size
and numerical parameter choices (with order of accuracy
p = 4, unless noted otherwise). For small domain sizes, major
discrepancies are evident (two characteristic events emerge
compared to the single characteristic event sequence in the
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reference simulation). We increase Lx and Lz twofold (but
maintain a cell size of 200 m to support computational fea-
sibility), and these discrepancies are reduced up to a point: at
least, single characteristic events emerge; however, the inter-
event times still differ by several years. Increasing the order of
accuracy from p = 4 to p = 6 does not further reduce the dis-
crepancy either. Figure 15b, however, shows that this discrep-
ancy can be much further improved by also reducing the grid
spacing from 200 to 100 m. This is further evidenced in the
coseismic time series in Figure 15c in which much improve-
ment is made with smaller grid spacing, but not markedly
improved with higher p. The outliers noted previously we
posit would benefit from both increased domain size and
decreased cell size, if computationally feasible.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we find good agreements across participating
numerical codes for both the benchmark problems. Here, we
take “good” agreement to mean that many resolved features
(over both short- and long-time scales) appear similar through-
out the simulation period. We infer that numerical differences
across codes are thus sufficiently small, such that the prominent
features of these benchmark problems remain comparable (by
visual inspection) throughout long-term earthquake sequences,
that is, the numerical differences do not appear to substantially
alter the behavior of the system, and we, therefore, believe that

the resolved behavior in all the simulations is reliably represen-
tative of the physics.

To refine these assessments in a more quantitative manner,
we develop both long- and short-term metrics, which enable us
to explore sensitivity to computational domain size and grid
spacing, as well as compute errors across model results against
a well-resolved reference solution. For the SBEM-based reference
solution for BP1-FD, we generally find larger errors for smaller
domain size, with less sensitivity to the cell sizes considered, pro-
vided the cell sizes are small enough to resolve the important
length scales in the problem, such as the cohesive zone and
nucleation sizes. These results better inform our choices of these
computational parameters, although we caution that exploratory
studies are still needed to assess model sensitivity, given the wide
range of numerical methods and parameters. Quantitative com-
parisons across participating codes in BP1-FD show excellent
agreement in terms of long-termmetrics, in which percent errors
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Figure 15. Results from the 60° normal-faulting case from FDCycle compared
to FDRA code (used as a reference). (a) Long-term time series of slip rate for
results from FDCycle with varying domain sizes, and different orders of
accuracy and cell sizes. (b) Long-term time series results from a decreased

cell size. (c) Better agreement in coseismic time series is achieved with larger
domain sizes and smaller grid spacing, whereas increasing the order of
accuracy provides only nominal improvement. The color version of this figure
is available only in the electronic edition.
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are all well below 5%. Errors corresponding to short-term (coseis-
mic) metrics are larger for integrated slip rates (between about
2% and 40%) but comparable with errors in peak slip rates
reported in the dynamic rupture scenarios of Day et al.
(2005). Errors in integrated slip are only a few percent at the
most, whereas errors in rupture arrival time are all at or well
below 10%.

For BP3-QD, we find good agreements across codes for both
thrust and normal faulting, and all dip angles are considered,
except for a few outliers for which discrepancies we attribute
to finite computational domain size effects: we demonstrate that
we can obtain better matching results of long-term time series by
increasing the computational domain size, with some further
improvements to short-term, coseismic times series afforded
by a decrease in cell size.

Quantitative comparisons across participating codes in
BP3-QD again show excellent agreement in terms of long-term
metrics, in which percent errors are all well below 10%. As in
BP1-FD, errors corresponding to short-term (coseismic) met-
rics are larger for integrated slip rates (between about 2% and
40%), whereas errors in integrated slip are less than 10% and in
rupture arrival time all at or well below 10% (when disregard-
ing the outliers noted).

The quantitative agreements obtained suggest that the prob-
lem formulations and numerical parameter choices (cell size
and domain size) made by participating codes appear sufficient
in obtaining well-matching results. The metrics defined in this
work, along with those in Jiang et al. (2022), constitute initial
steps toward quantitatively assessing SEAS model outcomes.
One of our goals for future exercises is to improve and develop
metrics that target different features of earthquake source proc-
esses, including errors in off-fault time series and statistical
properties of earthquake sequences. Furthermore, these initial
steps will help refine the descriptions of future benchmark
descriptions and solicited model output (for example, we
may need to request specific, highly sampled data to define
more robust metrics).

In addition to obtaining good agreements across codes, in
this work, we highlight some of the differences that the added
features of full elastodynamics and geometric complexity (dip-
ping faults) have on SEAS model outcomes. BP1-FD enables
our first study of numerical considerations for fully dynamic
SEAS simulations across a range of codes and computational
frameworks. Although these simulations need to resolve key
physical length scales, computational domain size is a persis-
tent important parameter to obtain matching results. The cri-
teria used by the volume-based codes to switch between
methods for the quasi-static and dynamic periods vary across
codes, and sufficient conditions to obtain matching results is
reported. Good agreements across codes are obtained, in terms
of number of characteristic events and recurrence times, as well
as short-term processes (maximum slip rates, stress drops, and
rupture speeds). We also compare model response to the quasi-

dynamic simulations of BP1-QD. Although, in both the sce-
narios, characteristic events emerge, the simulations of BP1-
FD are accompanied by higher slip rates and ruptures speeds,
as well as more coseismic slip during dynamic events and
longer interevent times compared to BP1-QD, underscoring
the important effects of wave-mediated stress transfers.

In terms of model outcomes, the dipping fault geometries
and sense of motion (thrust vs. normal) yield event sequences
ranging from one to four distinct characteristic events (with dif-
ferent interevent times and magnitudes) within a simulation.
The comparison of off-fault surface displacements revealed a
problem statement ambiguity in the assumed remote boundary
conditions, which, once clearly specified, enabled us to obtain
good agreements across the codes. The simulations reveal
notable asymmetry in ground motion on the hanging and foot
walls, which would have implications for seismic hazard.

BP1-FD and BP3-QD constitute important first steps toward
verifying SEAS codes with increased physical and geometric
complexities. The ability to explore numerical considerations
across a wide variety of codes is invaluable for the advancement
of SEAS codes, especially when dependencies on numerical fac-
tors (such as the switching criterion used in several volume-
based codes for BP1-FD) can be more deeply explored through
community efforts, enabling the sharing of successful strategies.
In addition, spatial resolution and domain size are computation-
ally costly to explore individually and also benefit from commu-
nity efforts. However, the associated computational costs will
continue to increase with new physical and geometric features,
particularly, as we move to 3D simulations. Currently, the
majority of the volume-based codes involve serial implementa-
tions that may inhibit their ability to participate in the future
benchmarks, unless length scales are chosen carefully to make
computations tractable. High-performance computing (HPC)
techniques for the volume-based codes will be necessary for
future SEAS simulations, considering a wider ranges of length
scales (requiring higher resolution), and/or 3D simulations.

We expect that future SEAS simulations will regularly include
full elastodynamic effects and nonplanar fault geometries, which
are known to influence earthquake recurrence times, magni-
tudes, strong ground shaking, and ground-motion asymmetry,
all of which have important implications for assessment of
seismic hazard. We expect to be able to leverage many of the
important findings of the Southern California Earthquake
Center (SCEC)/U.S. Geological Survey Spontaneous Rupture
Code Verification project (Harris et al., 2009, 2018; Barall
and Harris, 2014), not only in advancing SEAS simulations with
similar HPC techniques but also in defining benchmark prob-
lems with advanced physical and geometric features (e.g., plas-
ticity and rough faults). An important goal of our SEAS exercises
is to also develop insight into appropriate, self-consistent initial
conditions prior to rupture that can then inform detailed
dynamic rupture simulations. Finally, our future SEAS simula-
tions will aim to consider larger-scale fault systems, including
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geometrically complex fault networks, and assess the impor-
tance of different physical ingredients, such as full inertial
effects, for physics-based models of seismic hazard.

DATA AND RESOURCES
Our online platform ( https://strike.scec.org/cvws/seas/, last accessed
December 2022) is being developed and maintained by Michael
Barall. The data for local fault and surface properties are stored on
the platform. The supplemental material includes complete problem
descriptions for BP1-FD and BP3-FD, self-convergence studies of codes
used to obtain the reference solutions, and additional figures for
BP3-QD simulations. Author Contributions: Brittany A. Erickson
and Junle Jiang designed the benchmark problems and organized the
workshops. Brittany A. Erickson analyzed results and led the writing
of the article with significant input from Junle Jiang and Valère
Lambert; Valère Lambert and Sylvian D. Barbot provided data for con-
vergence tests; remaining authors are listed alphabetically. All authors
provided feedback on benchmark design, participated in the benchmark
exercises, and helped revise the article.
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